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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

One of the fundamental goals in robotics is to make it possible for robots to interact with

objects in the real world. Such tasks usually require the solution to a manipulation planning

problem—simply put, the problem of getting a robot to move an object from point A to

point B. For example, let’s consider the manipulation task of shepherding a flock of sheep.

This task requires one or more shepherds to interact with the sheep and influence their

movement, so that the flock of sheep stays intact and moves safely from pasture to pasture.

Suppose that we would like to build robotic shepherds to perform the same task. How do we

plan the motion for these robotic shepherds? If we assume that the environment is obstacle

free, and that the flock follows a basic potential field model, it turns out to be rather simple

to develop a robotic controller that can move the flock from an initial configuration to a

given goal position [56]. However, more challenging problems arise when we make the

problem more realistic—for example, if the environment contains obstacles, or if the robot is

non-holonomically constrained. The flock may also be difficult to control if it can separate, or

if the position of the robot or the flock is uncertain, or if the flock does not always cooperate

with the shepherd.

The problems of dealing with many constraints, poor localization, and uncertainties are

present not just in the shepherding problem, but in all forms of real-world manipulation.

In the current manipulation planning literature, it is common to assume that the planner is

given perfect knowledge of the geometry and dynamics of world, and the configuration of

the objects within. Those assumptions are reasonable in highly controlled environments, or

if the robot has perfect sensing capability, or if the robot exists only in simulation. However,

these assumptions are not always valid. While many current manipulation planning methods
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make use of approximate models of the geometry and dynamics of the world, their accuracy

is unknown—that is, subject to modeling uncertainty. The movement of the robot and

objects it manipulates is also imperfect, introducing action uncertainty. This also leads to

uncertainty in the configuration of the objects relative to the robot, or object pose uncertainty.

Some planning methods use information gathered from a sensor to decide what to do

about unexpected situations during execution of a movement, but even this information

is susceptible to sensor uncertainty. All of these uncertainties make it difficult or perhaps

impossible to guarantee successful completion of the task.

The main topic of my proposed research is to study methods to improve the effectiveness

of manipulation despite these problems. In particular, I will study the shepherding problem—

the problem of simultaneously manipulating and tracking groups of agents. For this problem,

I propose planning methods for the shepherd robots that (1) reuse pre-computed information

to improve the efficiency of planning, replanning, and processing similar environments; (2)

are more robust than traditional methods to uncertainties in localization of the flock, and

the unpredictability of their movements; and (3) enable robust tracking and supervision of

the flock. While the proposed research will focus narrowly on the shepherding problem,

it may pave the way towards a better understanding of how to deal with uncertainty in

other real-world manipulation contexts, and provide insight about how to develop efficient,

reusable methods for robotic motion planning.

For the remainder of this proposal, I will introduce the manipulation planning problem

(Section 1.2), refer to our related work (Chapter 2), explain the preliminary research so

far(Chapter 3), and provide a detailed description of the proposed work (Chapter 4).

1.2 Shepherding

Group motion control is a problem that merges the simulation and modeling of multi-agent

dynamics with cooperation, planning, and control. An instance of the group motion control

problem is shepherding, where the objective is to control a flock of agents (such as a flock

of sheep, a crowd of people, or a gaggle of geese) using one more more shepherd agents
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(perhaps representing shepherds, riot police, sheepdogs, etc.). In general, the agent in

the shepherd role influences the movement of the flock by moving close to the flock. This

creates tension, and the flock agents react by attempting to steer away from the tension. A

configuration in the shepherding problem is defined a full specification of the position and

velocity of the flock members and shepherds. Therefore, the space of all configurations (the

configuration space or C-space) in a group control problem with n flock members and m

shepherds in a 2D workspace consists of 4(n+m) dimensions. A solution to the shepherding

problem is usually a sequence of movements that the shepherd can perform to guide the

flock from the initial configuration to a configuration that satisfies the goal condition.

While the objective of the shepherding problem is usually to guide the group to a goal,

other variants exist, such as escort or protection [62]. In the escorting problem, the task of

an agent in a “parent” role is is to maintain or maximize a separation between it’s “children”

agents and some “stranger” agents. In such a problem, it is necessary for the parent to react

quickly to a possibly adversarial agent. Another related problem, which will be discussed

in depth for this proposal, is that of tracking or supervision, where the objective is to plan

motions for one set of “supervisor” agents to maintain visibility of a flock of agents. Here,

it is necessary for the supervisor agent to predict occlusion risks and plan quickly to cover

them so that visibility of the flock is maintained.

Tracking the positions of the flock members is important in the task of manipulating a

flock. However, the motions used by a shepherd to manipulate a flock do not necessarily take

into account the risk of losing sensor visibility of the flock members. Likewise, manipulating

a flock can also provide information about where to expect the flock to move in the next

step. Therefore, the ensemble of tracking and manipulation—the simultaneous tracking and

manipulation problem (STAMP)—is an interesting and relevant problem in group control.

The objective of the STAMP problem is to plan motions for shepherding the agents while

also maintaining long-term visibility of the agents.
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1.3 Proposal Overview

The goal of my proposed research is to develop a method to solve the simultaneous tracking

and manipulation problem for shepherding. This problem consists of two related components:

tracking, and manipulation. For tracking, it is important to be able to quickly identify areas

of the free space that represent occlusion risks so that the supervisory agent can quickly react

to cover those risks. Therefore, in my proposed work for the tracking problem, I first seek to

create a free space partitioning method that can be performed on 3D environments, and is

less sensitive to small discontinuities or noise in the environment model than previous space

partitioning methods. To do this, we plan to use a combination of visibility sampling and

clustering of data to compute a roadmap that accurately represents the visibility relationships

between different areas of the space. Through this method, we believe it is possible to

classify areas of the space that share similar visibility characteristics and therefore determine

a partitioning and space topology that is more accurate and robust for problems involving

visibility than previous approaches. Since we are interested in approaches that improve

the success rate, or the number of times the planner was successful in in generating a

collision-free path, we will evaluate the performance of the planner over repeated queries on

the same or similar environments. Because the running time of these algorithms is typically

dominated by collision detection, the number of collision detection calls can also be used as

a metric of the performance benefit gained through a reusable roadmap approach.

Then, I propose to apply and study the same type of approach in shepherding manip-

ulation. The shepherding manipulation problem is already difficult because it is highly

underactuated, involves complex dynamics, and requires multi-agent cooperation. To better

understand the shepherding manipulation problem, we first propose to study how to solve

a more general manipulation problem of posing circular objects in the plane through push

interactions. As I will describe further in Chapter 2, the most robust approaches to similar

problems usually involve grasping [10,35,47], caging, using special manipulators [8], or

requiring the design of rigorous analytical models for each new object [13]. Instead, I
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seek ways to perform this manipulation using nonprehensile manipulation (without grasp-

ing), considering dynamics, and through sampling-based methods rather than of analytical

models. The focus of our approach is the ability to reuse prior computation to enable fast

replanning and deal with uncertainty. Just as in the tracking research, we propose to use a

roadmap-based planner based on a clustering approach. This type of planner would generate

a reusable roadmap that can be used to perform multiple queries, for both short and long

horizon planning. By sampling manipulations of an object and clustering the results, it is

possible to design a metric for robustness of pushing that can be used to create a more

appropriate configuration space partitioning for the manipulation problem.

Finally, I propose to combine the tracking and manipulation elements of my work to solve

the simultaneous tracking and manipulation problem for shepherding. To solve the combined

STAMP problem, it is necessary to balance the objectives of tracking and manipulation. The

visibility and free-space connectivity data can be used to compute regions of the workspace

with high mutual visibility and connectivity to other regions. If the flock is lost, then the

likelihood for the shepherd to rendezous with the flock again increases if the shepherd moves

to such regions. Furthermore, by analyzing the topology of the clustering-based roadmap,

it may be possible to compute in which areas of the space lazy tracking is possible; that

is, which areas of the space do not require constant surveillance. This mode of tracking

relaxes the visibility constraint and provides more freedom to the shepherd for manipulation

planning.



Chapter 2: Related Work

2.1 Shepherding

So far, there is a large body of work on the dynamics and modeling of human crowds and

animal flocking. However, there is still very little work on controlling groups of agents via

interactions with other agents, and no work has been proposed to systematically study group

motion control as a whole. Works that explore the crowd control problem have used a variety

of simple approaches such as introducing new objects or agents into the environment. For

example, the effect of adding barriers into disaster scenario environments was studied in [7].

Other works have attempted to model the effect of adding agents with various social forces.

The effect of adding robots with attractive social forces was examined in [31], and crowd

dynamics in the presence of “leader” individuals was modeled in [2].

There are several works in robotics and computer animation related to modeling behav-

iors such as shepherding. For example, Schultz et al. [50] applied a genetic algorithm to

learn rules for a shepherd robot. Its objective was to control the movement of other robots

(sheep) that react by moving away from the shepherd. Vaughan et al. [56] simulated and

constructed a robot that shepherds a flock of geese in a circular environment. In computer

animation, Funge et al. [18] simulated an interesting shepherding behavior in which a T.

Rex chases raptors out of its territory. Potter et al. [48] studied a herding behavior using

three shepherds and a single sheep in a simple environment. None of the aforementioned

methods have shown the ability to guide flocks in environments with obstacles.

6
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2.2 Manipulation uncer Uncertainty

In general, the difficulty in estimating the configuration of the system in manipulation

planning has led many researchers towards methods that attempt to greatly restrict the

way the robot interacts with the obstacles. For example, to reduce the burden of estimating

an object’s state in order to move it, many algorithms require a robot to grasp an object

before moving it. Planning grasps is a difficult problem in itself, and there are many works

that have considered manipulation via grasping, including under uncertainty. For example,

Lozano-Pérez, Mason, and Taylor have developed the preimage planning framework for

performing manipulation planning under uncertainty [14, 40]. A preimage is a region in

space such that if the robot executes a motion within that region, it is always guaranteed to

reach a given goal region regardless of any source of uncertainty. This leads to the approach

of preimage backchaining, where the planner begins by finding preimages of the goal, then

preimages of those preimages, and so on recursively, until the initial region is covered. There

are also other variations of the grasping problem. For example, Platt et al. also considered

the problem of Simultaneous Localization and Grasping, where the robot must attempt to

estimate the position of the object while a grasp is occuring [47].

While grasping is a popular way to manipulate objects, it is also very restrictive, and in

fact may not be possible for particularly heavy or unwieldy objects. There are many other

natural ways to manipulate objects, such as by pushing, shaking, sliding, or throwing them.

Therefore, it is also of interest to consider nonprehensile manipulation, or manipulation

without grasping. Recently, Dogar and Srinivasa introduced a framework for planning in

clutter using a library of actions derived analytically from the mechanics of pushing [13].

One of the most cited planners for pushing manipulation is the work of Akella and Mason

[1] who consider pushing a polygon using a flat edge (called the “fence”). To do so, they

derive a so-called Push Stability Diagram (PSD) for the polygon to be manipulated. This table

describes the stable edges of the polygon and the maximum angle that a fence can use for

each edge to stably reorient it. There have also been several works focused on estimation of

state via manipulation despite the lack of reliable sensor information. For example, Erdmann
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and Mason have explored sensorless manipulation [15], where by dropping an object into a

tray and performing a sequence of tilting operations, the number of possible orientations is

reduced; sometimes leaving the orientation of the object completely determined. Similarly,

Goldberg and Mason [20–22] have explored manipulation of objects by squeezing. That is,

because of the way that the object complies to the squeezing operations, it may be possible

to design a sequence of squeezing operations that leads to a known orientation of the object.

Another relevant example is the work of Nieuwenhuisen et al. [12] who consider the problem

of pushing a disc through an obstacle-filled environment while making use of compliance,

that is, allowing the object to slide along the boundaries of the environment.

2.3 Motion Planning

There also exist many techniques for developing more robust plans in traditional motion

planning problems. Perhaps the most common approach for dealing with uncertainty is to

reduce the planning horizon so that replanning can be performed quickly during execution.

Along the same lines, some researchers have focused on implicitly dealing with uncertainty

of future states through using a concept known as feedback motion planning [37,63]. Unlike

traditional motion planners, which typically generate a path and execute it in an open-loop

fashion, feedback planners use information about the state space to generate a navigation

function that maps every state of the system to an action. These mappings often resemble

vector fields, compositions of funnels, and gradient maps. To execute a task, the robot

must repeatedly estimate the state of the system, and execute the action that the navigation

function prescribes for that state. By covering all possible states, feedback planners implicitly

offer a recovery plan for unexpected situations that may arise by errors in the motion of the

robot.

Another popular approach to handling uncertainty in motion planning is to model the

problems as Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs). POMDPs model the

problem as one of an agent moving through a state space by taking actions. The uncertainty

of the end state of actions, and the uncertainty of observation are explicitly modeled using
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conditional probability functions. At each step, the agent receives a reward. The solution

of these POMDPs is an optimal policy that maximizes the expected total reward. Due

to the curse-of-dimensionality and the general difficulty in representing such probability

distributions, POMDPs are notoriously difficult to solve exactly. However, over the years,

many approximation algorithms [25] and point-based algorithms such as HSVI2 [52] and

SARSOP [34] have been shown to handle up to 100,000 states in reasonable time [33].

Another approach to handle uncertainty is to use a hybrid (or “hierarchical”) motion

planning approach, such as in [11,28]. This approach is similar to three-layer architectures

[49], where control is separated into layers with different levels of precision and length of

planning horizon. For example, it is typical to construct a planner that uses local reactive con-

trol to handle immediate geometric constraints, and a global symbolic planner that handles

high-level task specifications. One interesting method that uses this technique is temporal

logic motion planning [16]. There, the planner obtains a discrete, topological abstraction

using a projection—for example, through a space partitioning or cell decomposition method.

The planner then computes a high-level plan in this discrete space using automata theory,

and then implements each step of the plan in the continuous space using local feedback

control. The hierarchy of using a high-level planner with low-level controls allows such a

planner to handle complicated high level temporal logic constraints while also providing

robust feedback control for the robot to move safely between space partitions.

2.4 Models of Uncertainty for Planning

More recently, probabilistic reasoning has been introduced for sensor-based grasping, such

as the use of particle filters to estimate the changing probability distributions of the pose

of the object and find good grasps [35]. In related work, Feiten et al. in [17] presented

how to use a convex combination of Projected Gaussians in lieu of multivariate Gaussian

distributions to represent the probability density function (pdf) of a 6D pose consisting of a

3D translation component and an orientation. Such a representation permits more efficient

calculation of compositions of rigid motions from the pdfs of individual rigid motions.
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In some planning methods, uncertainty is handled through explicit modeling or by taking

advantage of of a-priori knowledge of the sensors and controller that will be used to execute

the task. This kind of modeling typically allows the planner to measure the quality of a

path, and select a path from a set of candidate paths with respect to that measure. For

example, [54,55] presents an approach for assessing the quality of a path by assuming a

linear-quadratic controller (LQG-controller) and Gaussian models of motion and sensing

uncertainty. This can be used to determine the probability that collisions will be avoided, or

the probability that the robot will arrive at the goal.

An interesting representation for uncertainty in motion planning is the use of uncertainty

roadmaps, which are graph data structures that capture the probability of successfully

transitioning from one valid configuration (or set of configurations) to another. With this

information stored in a roadmap, discrete path finding algorithms such as A* can be used to

query paths that balance cost and uncertainty, such as in [9].

2.5 Tracking

There are several methods for tracking a target with known trajectory, such as LaValle et al.

[36] using dynamic programming, and Goemans and Overmars [19] using a probabilistic

motion planner. However, perhaps more interesting is the problem of how to track objects

with unknown trajectory. For example, Bhattacharya and Hutchinson [5] partition the space

into non-critical regions so that the camera can follow the target without complex compliant

motion, that is, by rotating the line of visibility between the camera and the target around

a vertex of an obstacle. However, the camera must always remain a fixed distance from

the target, and the space partitioning method is very sensitive to noise in the environment

model, and may produce a very large number of components.

Some works have even considered targets with unknown trajectory moving through an

unknown environment. For example, Bandyopadhyay et al. [3] proposed a camera tracking

behavior that greedily minimizes a metric they called the escaping risk, or maximizes a metric

known as the shortest escaping distance.



Chapter 3: Preliminary Work

In my preliminary research, I have experimented with several manipulation planning prob-

lems that each involve different approaches and models for robustness.

3.1 Group Motion Control

In [57], we experimented with the group motion control problem. This problem involves

moving one group of agents (or shepherds) to control or guide another group of agents (or

flock) through a continuous, obstacle-filled environment. An example scenario is illustrated

in Figure 3.1. This problem is difficult for many reasons. First, the system is high-dimensional,

as it involves many independently-moving agents. The flock is also indirectly controlled, so

the system is considered underactuated. The motion of each agent affects the motion of its

surrounding agents, so the system is also considered to be differentially constrained.

Motion planning algorithms and data structures such as Rapidly Exploring Random

Trees (RRTs) [38], Expansive-Spaces Trees (ESTs) [27], and Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRMs)

[30] have proven to be elegant and powerful ways to find paths in high-dimensional

configuration spaces. They have already been applied successfully to a wide variety of

complex scenarios including robots with various kinematic, dynamic, or non-holonomic

constraints [32]; manipulation planning [41,51]; and multi-agent planning [29,42]. The

RRT and EST algorithms are tree-based—that is, they work by building a tree G = (V,E). The

set of nodes V represent free configurations, and each directed edge (p, q) ∈ E denotes that

it is possible for the flock to travel from configuration p to configuration q. The EST algorithm

operates by repeatedly selecting a node in the tree to expand, and then attempting to expand

the tree by connecting that node to a random nearby configuration. The RRT algorithm

operates in a slightly different way, by repeatedly expanding the tree in a random direction

11
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flock

shepherds

goal

obstacles

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the shepherding problem. The shepherds (green) must manipulate
the flock (blue) around obstacles (gold and purple) to a goal position (red).

on each iteration. The PRM algorithm is a roadmap technique—that is, rather than building

a tree that is rooted at a particular initial configuration, it works by sampling numerous free

configurations, and attempting to connect nearby configurations to develop a roadmap that

can be used to query a path.

In traditional probabilistic motion planning methods such as RRT, EST, and PRM, a local

planner is used to connect pairs of nearby configurations. Examples of traditional local

planners include: the straight-line planner (which simply connects configurations through

direct interpolation) and the A planner. The local planner used in our planning method is

a simulation defined by a set of behavior rules for how each of the agents will move. In

this sense, our planning method is a hybrid approach, combining the high level planners

RRT, EST, and PRM with low-level shpeherding behaviors as a local planner to connect these

nodes.

3.1.1 The Meta-Graph Planner

In this work, we introduced a PRM method based on the concept of a meta-graph. A meta-

graph is a type of uncertainty roadmap which encodes the configurations in a fuzzy manner.
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Start

Goal

(a) Meta Graph (b) Path

Figure 3.2: (a) An environment with a meta graph. The dark areas in the figure are obstacles.
Each node in a meta graph is shown as an oriented disc. (b) A path found by the meta-graph
planner.

Each node in a meta graph defines a set of flock configurations (excluding the shepherd

positions) that conform to the properties of the node. As in the other methods, edges in

the meta graph approach are directed. The weight of an edge in a meta graph presents the

probability of successful herding from the start node to the end node of the directed edge.

An visual depiction of a meta graph is shown in Figure 3.2. In a similar fashion to fuzzy or

lazy PRM approaches [6,43], paths from the meta graph are extracted and evaluated untl a

path is found, or until no path can be found to connect the start and the goal configurations

in the meta graph.

Each node in a meta graph represents a meta configuration. Each meta configuration C is

as an oriented disc in a four dimensional space, and is this composed of four values: position

(pC = (xC , yC)), orientation (θC) and radius (rC). Each meta configuration intuitively

defines a set of conforming flocks. We say a flock is conforming to a meta configuration C if

the minimum enclosing circle of the flock is enclosed by C and the angle between the mean

velocity of the flock and θC is less than a user defined threshold.

We say that a meta configuration is free if the disc does not intersect an obstacle. To
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generate one free meta configuration, we first assign a random position and orientation,

whose ranges are fixed. To assign a random radius, we compute the smallest enclosing disc

as follows: First, we consider a group containing Nf flock members where each individual

member is enclosed in a radius Rf circle. The compact area of a group is the smallest circle

that one can put all group members into. Ideally, shepherds should control the flock so that

all members are inside its compact area. This is an inverse version of the computationally

difficult packing circles in a circle problem [23]. The objective of this problem is to find

the maximum radius of K equally-sized smaller circles that can be packed into a unit circle.

Since we do not have to compute the exact value of the radius Rc of the compact area, we

approximate it by considering a bounding square of Nf flock members. In this case, the

compact area will be the minimum circle enclosing that square. That is, we approximate Rc

as Rc = Rf
√
2Nf . The radius of our meta-configuration is set to be a random value between

Rc and 3Rc.

The weight of an edge that connects meta configurations C1 and C2 represents the

probability that a flock conforming to C1 can be guided by the shepherds so that the flock is

conforming to C2. This can be estimated in several ways. For example, we can estimate this

probability by generating a set of random flocks conforming to C1, and, for each flock, we

find a path to pC2 using one of the tree-based planners described above. While this approach

is accurate, it is inefficient due to the requirement of running many (usually thousands or

even tens of thousands) of simulations. The approach we use estimates the probability by

using the differences in position and orientation between C1 and C2. The distance is defined

as the follows:

dist(C1, C2) =


∞ if θC1,V ≥ τ ,

∞ if θC2,V ≥ τ ,

|θC1
−θC2

|
π +

dist(pC1
,pC2

)

D otherwise,

(3.1)

where θCi,V is the angle between V and Ci’s facing direction, V = pC2−pC1 , dist(pC1 , pC2) is

the Euclidean distance between pC1 and pC2 and D is the diagonal distance of the bounding
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Table 3.1: Proportion of successful runs.

Method S Broken T Spiral Maze 1 Maze 2
Simulation Only 0.72 0.58 0.22 0.58 0.82

MinEST (nhood=3) 0.44 0.48 0.44 0.66 0.68
MinEST (nhood=5) 0.48 0.64 0.12 0.38 0.52
MinEST (nhood=7) 0.5 0.56 0.08 0.22 0.4
MinEST (nhood=9) 0.6 0.48 0 0.2 0.3

NaiveEST (nhood=3) 0.26 0.46 0 0 0.18
NaiveEST (nhood=5) 0.4 0.58 0 0.02 0.12
NaiveEST (nhood=7) 0.44 0.82 0 0.02 0.28
NaiveEST (nhood=9) 0.56 0.84 0 0.02 0.32
BasicEST (nhood=3) 0.24 0.36 0 0.02 0.22
BasicEST (nhood=5) 0.46 0.62 0 0.04 0.32
BasicEST (nhood=7) 0.48 0.84 0 0.02 0.24
BasicEST (nhood=9) 0.7 0.84 0 0.08 0.28

rbrmRRT 0.72 0.3 0 0.02 0.06
dbrmRRT 0.74 0.56 0 0.06 0.22

Fuzzy Meta-Graph 0.96 0.68 0.68 0.1 0.24

box. In each iteration of the query phase, a path is extracted from the meta graph. To check

the feasibility of a consecutive pair of meta configurations in the path, we use simulation to

determine if the final configuration of the flock conforms to the end meta configuration.

Note that this meta-graph planner is not probabilistically complete. That is, there are

some situations where our planner cannot find the answer even if the path exists – such

as in problems that require the flock to form a long line. This is because we confine our

radius of our meta configurations and disallow the discs from the meta configurations from

intersecting workspace obstacles.

The results for shepherding from [57] are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3. In

particular, table 3.1 shows the proportion of successful runs for our techniques using a

variety of parameters (the rows) on a variety of environments (the columns). In general it

shows EST and Meta-Graph doing significantly well in general in the shepherding problem

for most environments except for the maze environments. We believe that the reason for the

poor performance in the maze environments is due to the budget of simulation time; if the

simulation is allowed to run for longer, then the success rate for our planning methods would

likely continue to increase and surpass the simulation-only method. Figure 3.3 in particular

shows the increasing success rate over time for our EST, RRT, and PRM-based approaches.
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Figure 3.3: Plots showing the proportion of successful runs so far versus the number of
simulation steps. Note the plateau for the simulation-only method (the bold black line)
which shows that for many of the samples; simulation-only gets stuck and does not make
progress.

3.1.2 Shepherding With Deformable Shapes

In [24], we extended the work of [57] further by representing the large group of agents with

a deformable shape. This abstraction is motivated by potentially being more efficient for

modeling large crowds than a direct representation; while being a more accurate abstraction

of the flock, more amenable to control than simpler representations such as spheres or central

moments; and being less sensitive to random perturbations in the behavior of individual

flock members than previous methods. We indeed found this method to be more scalable—

allowing for the shepherding of hundreds of agents using only a few shepherds—and

surprisingly robust against compared to previous approaches, against increasing uncertainty

or lack of coherence in the motion of the flock members. An example of the blob model and

a screenshot of a simulation involving many agents is shown in Figure 3.4. In general, this

work highlighted the usefulness of geometric abstractions in improving the robustness and

scalability of existing methods.

In general, we found that manipulation in the face of uncertainty benefited from use of a

hybrid planners and geometric abstractions. The results for shepherding with deformable

shapes versus a simple medial-axis only technique is compared in Figure 3.5. However, the
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(a) The DEFORM model. (b) Shepherding a large flock (200 agents)

Figure 3.4: An simplified view of the model for DEFORM (Figure 3.4a), and a screenshot
(Figure 3.4b) showing a small number of shepherds (in black) successfully shepherding a
flock of 200 agents from one room (the red room) to another room (the blue room).
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Figure 3.5: The success rate of shepherding with deformable shapes versus (a) increasing
randomness and (b) size of the flock. The deformable shape-based planning (DEFORM) is
compared against the simple medial-axis only (Medial-Axis Graph-Based or MAGB) appraoch.
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preliminary results from these shepherding experiments were not necessarily consistent

across a wide range of environments, and it is not clear exactly what geometric features

of the environments make the difference. Furthermore, these techniques rely heavily on

a good local planner to be effective. Furthermore, meta-graph techniques require much

more sampling than the tree-based motion planners, making it inefficient to perform such

planning in large scale simulations. Therefore, more work is still needed to improve the

efficiency and consistent performance of these techniques.

3.2 Tracking

(a) Simple reactive tracking. (b) IO Tracking.

Figure 3.6: A camera (shown in blue with motion trail) tracking a group of agents (shown
in red). Figure 3.6a shows the results using a simple reactive tracker. The reactive tracker
simply attempts to follow the flock, it does not attempt to predict occlusion or maximize
the overall visibility of members. Figure 3.6b shows the results of tracking using the IO

algorithm. By sampling, the camera position is optimized at each time step to maximize
visibility of the flock.

In shepherding, we always assumed that the shepherd knows the positions of all of the

flock members. However, in reality, this may not be the case. The environment may occlude

some or all of the flock from view of its sensors. Therefore, we were motivated to consider

visibility. That is, in [58–61] we explored the problem of moving a mobile sensor (camera)

to search for and track groups of targets with unknown trajectories as they move through

environments filled with obstacles.

This is a variant of the pursuit-evasion problem, where the goal is to maintain visibility
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of as many of the wandering agents as possible. We assume that the workspace is populated

with known polygonal obstacles that can block the camera’s view. Initially, at least one of the

targets is visible by the camera C, and, during the entire simulation, the targets T exhibit

certain degree of coherence in their motion, and it is also possible that T can split into

multiple subgroups for a short period of time (similar to a flock of birds). However, while

the size of T and T ’s maximum linear velocity vmaxT are known, the trajectories of the targets

T are not known in advance. The position xτ (t) and the velocity vτ (t) of a target τ ∈ T at

time t are known only if τ is visible by the camera.

In our formulation, the camera C also has a bounded linear velocity vmaxC . The exact

configuration of this view range at time t, denoted as VC(t), is defined by the camera’s view

direction θC(t) and location xC(t). The position xC of the camera is simply governed by the

following equation: xC(t+4t) = xC(t) +4t · vC(t), where vC(t) is the camera’s velocity

at time t. Given the positions of the targets and the position of the camera, one can easily

compute the camera’s view direction so that the number of targets inside the view range is

maximized. Therefore, the problem of target following then is reduced to find a sequence of

velocities vC(t):

argmax
vC(t)

(∑
t

card({T ′ ⊂ T | XT ′(t) ⊂ VC(t)})

)
(3.2)

subject to the constraints that vC(t) ≤ vmaxC ∀t, and xC(t) is collision free.

Here, we developed and compared several techniques for tracking the the targets through

the environment: we called those methods Reactive, IO, VAR, and MTR. The baseline Reactive

approach is simple: move so that the visible targets are centered in the viewing polygon

as possible. However, we found that it is easy for for the mobile sensor to lose track of

the targets if the targets quickly turn a corner or if the sensor moves more slowly than the

targets.

Therefore, we developed an approach called IO, extended from [4]. At each time step,

given the visible targets T , the IO planner first creates k point sets PT , where k is a parameter.

Each point set contains |T | predicted target positions. The predicted position of each target
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τ is sampled from the region visible from τ , and is at most (vmaxT · 4t) away from τ . The

planner then creates a set PC of camera configurations that are at most (vmaxC ·4t) away from

C. To decide the next camera configuration, we simply determine arg max
x∈PC

(
∑
X∈PT

vis(x,X)) ,

where vis(x,X) is the number of points in X visible by x.

We also developed a method called VAR (loosely based on the method in [44]). In VAR,

we first obtain a coarse representation of the environment by sampling a grid of discs in the

free space, C-free. A roadmap is formed over the intersections of the discs. Finally, visibility

is computed between each pair of discs with Monte-Carlo raytracing. An illustration of VAR

is shown in Figure 3.7a. Our VAR method is a hybrid approach that uses the constructed

visibility information in a reactive behavior when the camera has good visibility of the targets

(more than 50% of the targets are currently visible by the camera), and uses visibility-aware

path planning similar to that used in [44] to plan short, alternative paths to reach predicted

locations of targets when the camera is far away. The runtime behavior in VAR computes a

waypoint for the camera on each frame. First, we find a disc Dc that is closest to the camera,

and a disc Dr (from the pre-computed roadmap) that represents an imminent occlusion risk.

That is, the disc Dr is one that is in the direction of the visible targets’ velocity, closest to

the centroid of the visible targets, and whose visibility from the camera’s disc is less than

100%. A waypoint is selected along the ray extending from Dr passing through Dc. The

visibility-aware path planner is the same as described in [44]. It uses an A* algorithm on

the pre-computed roadmap with a heuristic function to compute a path to the Dr which

simultaneously minimizes distance traveled and maximizes visibility of the target.

3.2.1 Monotonic Tracking Regions

Finally, we developed an approach called MTR, which partitioned the free space into a set

of tunnel-like regions, which we called monotonic tracking regions (MTRs). These regions

satisfy the property that the sensor can monotonically maintain the visibility of a target in the

region by moving forwards or backwards along a trajectory that supports the tunnel. This

offline computation of the MTRs and their supporting trajectory allows the online problem
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of VAR and MTR tracking representation on the same workspace.
Figure 3.7a shows an illustration of the VAR algorithm. An environment with obstacles
is shown here with a space partitioned into circles. The partition containing the highest
visibility risk is highlighted as the “risk zone” and the camera trajectory to compensate is
shown. Figure 3.7b shows an illustration of an MTR computed in the same environment.

of camera following to be reduced to a fast linear programming problem. To achieve these

properties, such an MTR needs not to be convex or star shaped, and, in fact, it can have an

arbitrary number of turns (like a sinuous tunnel). Moreover, MTR decomposition usually

creates much fewer components than convex or star-shaped decompositions but, as we will

see later, still provide similar functionality in target tracking. An illustration of the MTR

method is shown in Figure 3.7b.

To build an MTR, we need to define an MTR with respect to a supporting path π. We say

π is a supporting path of Mπ if every point x ∈ Mπ can see a subset of π. Because of this

property, Mπ can essentially be viewed as a linear object and the camera can see every point

in Mπ by moving along π. Specifically, we define Mπ as:

Mπ = {x | ∃y ∈ π s.t. xy ⊂ Cfree} , (3.3)

where xy is an open line segment between x and y, and Cfree is the free space (i.e., the area
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Figure 3.8: An example of monotonic tracking regions defined by π

without obstacles). Furthermore, we define the subset of π visible by x as: Vπ(x) = {y ∈ π |

xy ⊂ Cfree} . Note that Vπ(x) can have one or multiple connected components. Finally, we

say a region Mπ ∈ Cfree is an MTR supported by π if

|Vπ(x)| = 1, ∀x ∈Mπ , (3.4)

where |X| is the number of connect components in a set X. Because each x ∈Mπ can see

only an interval of π, we can compactly represent the visible region (called visibility interval)

of x as a tuple Vπ(x) = (s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1, if we parameterize π from 0 to 1. Fig. 3.8 shows

an example of MTR and its supporting path π.

Now that we have defined MTRs, we must find a set of supporting paths whose MTRs that

will cover Cfree, and, next, from a given path π, we compute the associated MTR and the

visibility interval Vπ(x) for every point x in the MTR. First, we must compute the supporting

paths. Our strategy here is to find the homotopy groups G of the Cfree. We propose to use

the medial axis (MA) of the Cfree to capture G because of its several interesting relationships

with MTRs. First of all, we can show that the retraction region of every edge π on the MA

forms an MTR (supported by π). We provide a proof of this concept in [59]. Therefore, the

supporting paths are simply constructed by extracting the edges from the MA of a given

environment.

Once we have the supporting paths, we can construct the MTRs. Given an edge π of MA,

its retraction region R forms an MTR supported by π. However, simply using R as π’s MTR

can be overly conservative. To address this issue, we expand R by considering the points
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adjacent to R until no points can be included without violating the definition of MTR.

Next, we compute the visibility interval for every point in an MTR. The brute force

approach that computes the visibility interval for each point from scratch is no doubt

time consuming. To speed up the computation, our approach is based on the following

observation: If x and x′ are (topological) neighbors, and x is further away from π than x′

is, then Vπ(x) ⊂ Vπ(x′). For example, in Fig. 3.8, imagining a point x′ below x, x′ can see a

larger interval of π than x does. That is if we can compute the visibility intervals Vπ(x′) for

all the points x′ on π, then we should be able to obtain the visibility intervals for x that are

4d away from x′ by searching inside Vπ(x′).

The exact MA of a given environment can contain small (and in many cases unnecessary)

features and result in many small MTRs. In many cases, these MTRs are unnecessary and

should be removed. This is when an MTR is dominated by another MTR. We say MTR M ′ is

dominated by another MTR M if M ′ ⊂M .

Finally, we must describe how one would follow targets using MTRs. Let xτ (t) be the

current position of the target τ . Since we know the cureent speed of the target, we can

estimate the positions xτ (t +4t) in the next time step. In order to keep the target in the

view, the camera’s next position xC(t +4t) must be: xC(t +4t) ∈ Vπ (xτ (t+4t)). Note

that this estimation can be applied to an arbitrary value of 4t. However, when 4t is bigger,

the position of the target becomes less accurate.

s1

s2
s3 s4 t4

t3
t2t1 !

x1 x2 x3 x4

Figure 3.9: Make predictions for the next h = 4 future steps.

Let Ii = Vπ(xτ (t + i · 4t)) = (si, ti). Here i is an integer from 1 to h, where h is the

user-defined time horizon. Recall that both si and ti are parameters on the parameterized

path π. In order to follow the target for h steps, the planner needs find a sequence of camera

locations xi from a sequence of parameterized intervals such that every point xi is in its

corresponding interval Ii without violating the constraint on the camera’s max speed (see
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Fig. 3.9). This can be done by solving a h dimensional linear programming problem:

min th − xh

s.t. si ≤ xi ≤ ti

0 ≤ (xi+1 − xi) ≤
vmax
C
|π| ,∀xi ,

(3.5)

where vmaxC /|π| is the maximum normalized distance that the camera can travel on π. Finally,

the camera’s future locations are simply xC(t+4t · i) = π(xi).

Figure 3.10 show the normalized visibility results for following 50 targets in four different

environments. In general, it is clear that MTR consistently outperforms all of the other camera

methods, and it is clear that the reactive method performs the worst.
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Figure 3.10: Results from following 50 targets in four environments. Normalized visibility is
the ratio of the visible targets during the entire simulation. Each bar is an average over 30
runs, each of which is a 9000 time-step simulation.

3.3 Collaborative Foraging and Stigmergy

In [26], we looked at a different kind of planning problem—the collaborative foraging

problem, wherein the goal is for a set of robots to collaboratively to find food in one location
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(a) The Problem (b) A Path Discovered (c) The Path Optimized

Figure 3.11: An example of collaborative foraging with beacons. Figure 3.11a shows the
problem, with the home position (square) and the food source (diamond). Figure 3.11b
shows the environment after a few iterations, with beacons emitting pheromones pointing
towards home (green half-circles) and emitting pheromones towards the food (blue half-
circles). An initial path is found. Figure 3.11c shows the environment after the path and
beacon placement has been optimized through collaborative foraging.

and deliver it to another location. The approach we used mimics the stigmergic use of

pheromone trails by ants, but with a twist: instead of storing the pheromones continuously

in the environment or on a dense grid, the stigmergic information is stored in a sparse set of

beacons distributed through the space. These beacons can be placed by robots, moved around

freely, and their value can be updated by the robots continuously. An illustration of the

approach appears in Figure 3.11. The approach is stigmergic, meaning that the agents store

information in the environment and act only locally. This feature allows the approach to be

fully distributed, and also allows for quick response to dynamic changes in the environment

despite using only local information. While the model we used explicitly placed physical

beacons in the environment, these desirable properties also lend themselves to methods

involving virtual trails of beacons. In the future, we find that the advantages of this approach

could be harnassed with a meta-graph so that meta-nodes are represented as virtual beacons.

Using similar update rules, it may be possible to possible to continuously optimize paths and

account for dynamic obstacles by relocating and updating simple stigmergic information in

each meta-node.



Chapter 4: Proposed Work

In preliminary work, we have already explored several ways to achieve better robustness

in the face of manipulation uncertainty. First, in the shepherding planning scenario, we

found that through geometric abstractions such as meta-nodes, deformable shapes, and

space partitioning, it was possible to make more intelligent decisions and produce coherent

plans despite significant uncertainty in the pose of agents. Second, in the tracking scenario,

we found ways to use offline computation on the geometry of the environment to greatly

increase the effectiveness of online planning decisions, despite uncertainty about the future

trajectory of agents. However, there are still many open problems and concerns with this

work. In the following sections, I propose new research to address some of these problems,

and also introduce a new combined tracking and manipulation framework.

4.1 Robust Tracking With Visibility and Uncertainty in 3D

As we have described in Chapter 1, to manipulate an object, it is important to be able to

track its position. Therefore, in [58–61], we previously experimented with several different

methods to solve an instance of the group tracking problem. Our two most successful

techniques, VAR and MTR, involved partitioning the free space of the environment into

topologically connected regions which provide our planner a view of both the mobility of

agents in the space as well as the visibility between different regions of the free space.

However, there is much room for improvement. For example, the roadmap in VAR is

constructed based on partitioning the free space into a network of overlapping hyperspheres,

and computing the visibility between those spheres. The sphere centers are selected by

picking free configurations from a fixed grid, and the maximum radius of the spheres

generated from those configurations is given as input by the user. This method of partitioning

26
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the environment has several limitations. First, to ensure coverage of narrow passages of the

space, it is required to have a fine resolution grid, which can greatly increase the number of

partitions and the sampling required to compute the roadmap. Furthermore, it is important

that each sphere in the roadmap accurately represents points of the space that have similar

visibility properties, so that clear decisions can be made about which areas of the space are

visible from other areas of the space. However, by sampling on a rigid grid, it is common

to end up with spheres containing points that have very different visibility characteristics.

To reduce these problems, I seek to create a space partitioning method that can be

performed on 3D environments, and is less sensitive to small discontinuities or noise

in the environment model.

Fortunately, the VAR method is amenable to improvement in this area. Therefore, to

address the issues, we propose to compute the visibility-aware roadmap in VAR based on a

combination of sampling and clustering. That is, we seek to produce a space partitioning

such that each node in the roadmap represents a set of points with similar visibility. This is

done by first sampling n points S from the 3D space. For each point p ∈ S, we determine

two types of connections: a visibility connection v(p, q) if two points p and q are visible from

each other, and a neighborhood connection n(p, q) if two points p and q are neighbors.

We then cluster the points. To do so, we must first define a relevant metric for clustering.

Here, we define the visibility integrity, which measures how accurately a set of points are

indeed visible by a cluster of points. We compute and update visibility integrity to estimate

the loss of visibility that occurs after merging two clusters. Let C be a cluster of points. If

C contains only a single point p, its visibility V (C) is simply all points visible from p. If C

contains multiple points, then V (C) is the union of all points visible from the points in C,

i.e., V (C) =
⋃
p∈C V (p). For each point q in V (C), we measure the visibility integrity of q

with respect to C. We denote this measure as a function vi(q, C) that maps a point q and a

cluster C to a scalar value between 0 and 1. When vi(q, C) is 1, then all points in C can see

q. Likewise, if vi(q, C) is 0, q is invisible from any point in C. Then, we define the visibility
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integrity of C as the average of visibility integrity of all points in V (C), i.e.,

vi(C) =

∑
p∈V (C) vi(q, C)

|V (C)|
.

Intuitively, when visibility integrity is low, that means there are regions that are visible by

some points in the cluster but are not visible from most of the points. Therefore, a cluster

with high visibility integrity is more desirable. Note that the visibility integrity is always 1

when C contains only one point.

Then, for each neighborhood connection e = {U, V }, we assign a weight to e by comput-

ing the visibility integrity vi(U ∪ V ). We cluster points based on the order of their visibility

integrity. Our approach maintains neighborhood connections in a max-heap and iteratively

collapses neighborhood connections with the highest visibility integrity. This process repeats

until the highest visibility integrity is lower than a user specified value. We believe that this

value is intuitive enough to be specified by a näıve user.

Each point s in the original sample S now has the information about the clusters that are

likely to be visible from s. Moreover, the cluster that has the highest visibility integrity to s is

usually the cluster that contains s. When the camera is tracking a single target t, our planner

simply finds the k closest points around t and identifies the clusters that are commonly

associated with these k points. The camera then determines its next target configurations

by selecting a cluster and a configuration in the cluster which minimizes the travel distance

and maximizes the visibility integrity. The motion of the camera is simply determined by

a smooth and collision free path that brings the camera to the target. When the camera is

tracking multiple targets T , the planner will select K points that are closest to T . From these

K points in the roadmap, the camera decides its next position based on the same strategy.

One way to make such decisions is to use the computed visibility meta-graph computed

from the clustering approach to estimate which parts of the space represent risks not just in

loss-of-visibility but also loss-of-localization. This information permits our camera sensor

to localize objects in known environments without maintaining constant visibility, and

potentially reduce the amount of movement necessary by the sensor to keep track of a target.
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These abilities are important for robustness because even if the visibility of the target is lost

(leading to pose uncertainty). It ensures that sensor still has retained enough information to

make decisions about where the mobile sensor can move, and optimize the probability of

rendezvous with the target and predict the likelihood of escape. The idea of finding areas of

the space that represent visibility risks is similar to the idea of finding relocalization zones,

a concept used in [45] to plan paths that reduce localization uncertainty by maximizing

visibility of important landmarks in the environment.

4.2 Reusable Manipulation Planning Under Uncertainty

Previously, in [24] and [57], we experimented lightly with meta-graph techniques to improve

the robustness of shepherding, a very difficult manipulation problem. To improve our

understanding of how to harnass the meta-graph approach, I propose to study how to apply

this technique to the more general manipulation problem of posing objects in the plane

through push interactions. The most robust approaches to this problem usually involve

grasping [10,35,47], caging, using special manipulators [8], or require the design of rigorous

analytical models for each new object [13]. Instead, I seek ways to perform this manipulation

using nonprehensile manipulation (only pushing), considering dynamics, and through

sampling-based methods rather than of analytical models. For simplicity, we will consider a

circular object, but one with significant dynamics and drifts (consider, for example, a hockey

puck resting on ice).

Furthermore, current planners for solving problems with kinodynamic constraints are

usually tree-based planners (e.g., RRT [38], EST [27], PDST [53], and DSLX [46]). The

general strategy behind such approaches is to grow an exploring tree rooted at an initial

state until one of the goal states is (approximately) reached. However, if the initial or an

intermediate state is inaccurate, or shifted a bit (e.g., due to various kinds of uncertainty

and simulation and model inaccuracies), then the plan usually becomes invalid and a new

tree will be built from scratch. Unlike these approaches, I seek to create an approach that is

able to reuse prior computation to enable fast replanning. In addition, I hope to be able
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to reuse this data in tracking problem (Section 4.1) so that tracking and manipulation

can be performed simultaneously (such as in the Simultaneous Localization and Grasping

work in [47]) using the same data.

To achieve robust planning for this scenario, I propose to use a graph-based planner

based on the meta-graph approach we have used in [57]. This kind of planner generates a

reusable uncertainty roadmap that can be used to perform multiple queries, for both short

and long horizon planning. The meta-graph approach prescribes encoding the configuration

of the target object in a fuzzy manner—that is, instead of a single configuration, each node

of the roadmap acts as a metanode, representing a set of configurations.

We have begun some preliminary research to determine the feasibility of the approach.

More specifically, we have considered an instance of a similar polygon pushing problem.

This problem poses the question of how to plan the motion for a cylindrical robot R to move

polygonal target object P from a given initial pose to a given goal pose using only push

interactions. The workspace may be filled with known obstacles that the robot and the object

are permitted to touch, but not penetrate. We assume that R is a holonomic cylinder, and

that P is an polygonal shape. We also assume that a black-box kinodynamic simulator is

provided, containing the obstacles, the robot, and the object. The simulation provides the

resulting trajectories of P and R given control inputs for R.

A configuration of the robot R can be represented as point (x, y) ∈ R2. Likewise, a

configuration for P is represented as a point (x, y, θ) ∈ R2 × S1, and the set of all such

points forms the configuration space C of the polygonal target object. As such, the set of all

configurations where the object is colliding with an obstacle is referred to as Cobst, and the

free space is referred to as Cfree = C − Cobst.

Our method consists of several phases. First, we create a local planning function LP

that given a starting configuration for P (pstart), and a desired destination configuration

for P (pdest), outputs a push manipulation that supports moving P from Pstart to Pdest. To

do so, we sample information about how P will move when it is pushed by R from various

angles. We store this information as points in a KD-tree so that when we are given the inputs
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(a) Sampling Metanodes (b) Building Metagraph (c) Computed Corridor

Figure 4.1: An example pushing scene. The robot is depicted as a red cylinder, and the
target object is the gray bar. In 4.1a, white circles depict the meta-nodes sampled from the
configuration space after overlap reduction is performed. In 4.1b, white lines depict the
connections in the roadmap between metanodes. In 4.1c, a safe corridor is computed for
the target object to move inside the room. The corridor is depicted by a series of connected
circles (metanodes).

pstart and pdest, we can quickly look up the closest sampled push manipulation that supports

pushing P to pdest. Furthermore, for each manipulation, we also sample many times with

random perturbations, to simulate uncertainty that may arise from imperfectly executing

pushes. This information will be used later in roadmap generation to compute probabilities.

Next, we build the roadmap using this data. In general, we first seek to generate

metanodes which capture sets of states rather than single states, and then we connect them

with edges whose weights reflect the probability of successful transit from one metanode to

the next. We begin by sampling from the free space. Many sampling techniques can be used;

we use the sampling technique from Gaussian PRM [39], mixed with uniform sampling. We

convert each configuration s from the set of samples into a metanode by building a sphere,

centered at s, with pre-defined radius. Configurations that lie within the sphere defined for

a configuration s are thus considered to be conforming to the metanode for s. An example

environment with sampled metanodes is shown in Figure 4.1a. This sampling process may

lead to many overlapping metanodes, so we also attempt reduce the number of metanodes

in the roadmap by removing metanodes that have significant overlap.

Finally, to complete the roadmap, we connect meta-nodes that are in close proximity. The

edge between two nodes, sa and sb is given a weight that is computed based on sampling the

number of feasible, successful pushes between uniformly random configurations conforming
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to sa, and any configuration conforming to sb. The number of successful pushes versus

the number of attempted pushes at an edge provides us with a metric that can be used to

estimate the probability of successfully pushing an object from some state conforming to

node sa to some state conforming to sb, in the presence of the obstacles. Other metrics

can be used, such as the average probability of success. Figure 4.1b shows our example

environment with a constructed roadmap.

Given the weighted roadmap, we compute an all-pairs shortest path. This information is

stored so that upon any query, a sequence of meta-nodes can be quickly obtained that has

the greatest probability of successful manipulation. We call this sequence of meta-nodes a

corridor, representing many possible paths for pushing P . Figure 4.1c shows an example

corridor extracted from a query in the example scene. This corridor represents a robust path

and can be used online quickly and efficiently to generate a final trajectory. Since the corridor

is a significantly reduced subset of the free space, it can be used to focus search in another

simple planning algorithm such as A-star, PRM, or RRT. Another interesting possibility is

to apply the previous foraging work mentioned in Section 3.3 to continuously improve the

meta-graph. Metanodes in the graph take the place of beacons, and can be continually

re-arranged and assigned updated fitness as new paths through the space are sought and

evaluated.

4.3 Simultaneous Tracking and Manipulation

As mentioned in Chapter 1, we would like to develop a framework for the Simultaneous

Tracking and Manipulation Problem, or STAMP. When manipulating an object, the move-

ments used by a shepherd to manipulate a flock may not take into consideration the fact

that the robot can lose sight of the the flock. Likewise, the movements made by the robot to

ensure visibility of the flock may cause the robot to lose control of it. Our objective in STAMP

is to find ways to balance these objectives so that all of the goals can be met simultaneously.

To do this, we consider another limitation of the basic tracking problem. Existing methods

require that the mobile sensor maintains visibility of its target at all times. In reality, if
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the environment model is partially known, it may be possible to localize a moving target

without maintaining constant visibility. If we are able to successfully localize the target

without constant visibility, then we may be able to move the robot more freely and reduce

the effort required to meet the combined objective of tracking and manipulating the flock.

For example, If a target is observed entering a partition of the space which is known to have

only a single exit, it is not necessary to follow the target into the partition to localize the

target. Instead, the robot may be able to trap the target inside a partition by moving to

a position near the exit of the partition. Some examples of environments which illustrate

these types of situations are shown in Figure 4.2. To achieve this, I propose to use the

above space partitioning method to discover areas that represent loss-of-localization

risks and create paths that optimize the probability of future visibility or rendezvous

with the target.

(a) Aisles (b) Rooms (c) Columns

Figure 4.2: Examples of tracking without constant visibility. The sensor is depicted by a
green circle, the target is depicted by a yellow star. The free space is the white area, and the
obstacles are dark gray. In Figure 4.2a, the target must be either in an aisle, or behind an
obstacle. Determining which part of the space the target is in is only a matter of walking
back and forth along the bottom of the aisle. In Figure 4.2b, it is not necessary for a target
to enter the room; the room is ’covered’ simply by waiting outside of it. In Figure 4.2c, the
target is obstructed by the column. However, the camera still covers the area adequately.
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